This presentation contains both historical and forwardlooking statements. All statements that are not statements of
historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements reflect our current
expectations concerning future results, objectives, plans and
goals, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors that are difficult to predict and which may
cause future results, performance or achievements to differ.
These risks, uncertainties and other factors include, among
others: technological developments, alternative content
offerings and their effects in our markets and on consumer
behavior; competition for content, audiences, advertising and
distribution in a swiftly consolidating industry; the public
acceptance of our brands, programs, films and other
entertainment content on the various platforms on which
they are distributed; the impact on our advertising revenues
of declines in linear television viewing, deficiencies in
audience measurement and advertising market conditions;
the potential for loss of carriage or other reduction in the
distribution of our content; evolving cybersecurity and similar
risks; the failure, destruction or breach of our critical satellites
or facilities; content theft; increased costs for programming,
films and other rights; the loss of key talent; domestic and
global political, economic and/or regulatory factors affecting
our businesses generally; volatility in capital markets or a

decrease in our debt ratings; a potential inability to realize
the anticipated goals underlying our ongoing investments in
new businesses, products, services and technologies;
fluctuations in our results due to the timing, mix, number and
availability of our films and other programming; potential
conflicts of interest arising from our ownership structure with
a controlling stockholder; and other factors described in our
news releases and filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, including but not limited to our 2018 Annual
Report on Form 10-K and reports on Form 10-Q and Form 8K. The forward-looking statements included in this
presentation are made only as of the date of this
presentation, and we do not have any obligation to publicly
update any forward-looking statements to reflect
subsequent events or circumstances. If applicable,
reconciliations for any non-GAAP financial information
contained in this presentation are included in this
presentation
or
available
on
our
website
at
www.viacom.com.
This presentation is a supplement to, and should be read in
conjunction with, Viacom’s earnings release for the quarter
and full year ended September 30, 2018.
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• FQ4’18 was a strong quarter that capped off a pivotal year for
Viacom
– Turned around core business – including significant improvements in audience
share, U.S. distribution and Paramount across both film and TV
– At the same time, took important steps to evolve Viacom for the future –
investing in growth initiatives like our expanding digital and studio production
businesses, our growing presence in experiential and events, and our increasing
array of advanced marketing solutions

• With the successful turnaround of the core business, we’re looking
towards the future
− Excited about our evolution and expect to return to growth in FY’19
− Accelerating growth initiatives to scale and transforming Viacom for the future
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• Financial performance accelerated in FQ4
− 5% growth in consolidated revenue, driven by Paramount’s theatrical
revenue
− Domestic Affiliate Revenue returned to growth and finished at +3%;
growth rate improved 1,100 bps in year
− Double-digit growth in adjusted OI, driven by growth at both Media
Networks and Filmed Entertainment

− Third consecutive quarter of profitability at Paramount
− Double-digit growth in adjusted diluted EPS
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• Drove a strong finish for the full year
− Returned to growth in consolidated OI for the first time since FY’14
− $241M adjusted OI improvement at Paramount, with the studio now on
a path to full year profitability in 2019
− Advanced Marketing Solutions continues to scale with $343M in
revenues in FY’18
− A banner year at VIMN, with record revenue and profitability
− Over achievement of $100M target for cost transformation, driven by
cost savings in FY’18
− Generation of over $1.6B in operating free cash flow, or growth of 9%
− An incremental $1B in debt reduction
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• Full year adjusted OI improvement
of $241M

• Mission: Impossible – Fallout
grossed nearly $800M worldwide
− #1 movie in the domestic and
worldwide box office
released in FQ4
− Largest of the 6 films in the
franchise both domestically
and worldwide
• Robust FY’19 slate with 13 titles
versus 9 in FY’18
− Includes 5 co-branded titles
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•

Create a balanced portfolio comprised of films ranging from ultra-low budget genre titles to
broad audience high-budget franchises

• Target 10 productions – create a
balanced, diverse slate of films
serving all audiences
- 5 tentpoles to be released in
summer and holidays
- 5 modestly budgeted
targeted-audience films
• 1 to 2 acquisitions/co-financing
opportunities

• Target 6 productions – jointly
identified and developed with the
Viacom flagship brands
- 4 branded films per year from
Nickelodeon, MTV and BET
- Additional ultra low budget films
that can be released either
theatrically or through
alternative distribution channels

• Target 2 tentpole movies – diverse
slate that spans multiple genres
• Seek properties with potential for
strong consumer products and
licensing
• Work closely with Nickelodeon to
partner on film and television
franchises
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•

Producer of premium content for a variety of
platforms and customers including premium and
basic cable, broadcast networks as well as SVOD

•

Leveraging the Paramount library of IP and
infrastructure as well as creating new original stories

•

Revenue anticipated to grow 50% in FY’19 with 16
series to be produced

•

−

9 new shows including:
 Haunting of Hill House on Netflix
 Catch-22 on Hulu

−

7 returning shows including:
 Third seasons of 13 Reasons Why and
Berlin Station
 Second seasons of Jack Ryan and The
Alienist

Robust pipeline with 13 additional shows set up at
networks
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• Viacom brands maintained the #1
share of key audiences:
− In FQ4, Viacom was #1 in 2-49, 211, 12-17, 18-34 and 18-49 (1)
• Flagship brands produced six
consecutive quarters of YoY share
growth
− Strength at MTV, BET and
Comedy Central
• In FQ4, had 9 of the top 10 unscripted
shows on cable TV for 18-34, 6 of the
top 10 unscripted shows for 18-49 and
6 of the top 10 original cable series for
18-34 (2)
• Internationally, Channel 5 has returned
to share gains and Telefe has achieved
10 consecutive months of ratings
leadership
Source: Nielsen Media; Program QTR-HR Data for All Nets
% Change is based on YoY revenue-weighted Flagship 5 Nets share% performance

Source: Nielsen Media
(1) Live+7 Total Day Program Ratings; English speaking basic cable
(2) Total Day. Data represents C3 for 18-49
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• Expanding global opportunity for Viacom to
produce content for others
• Paramount TV continues to scale from 9
series in FY’18 growing to 16 series to be
produced in FY’19
• MTV Studios partnering with Facebook
Watch to launch three new series of MTV’s The
Real World

• Nickelodeon has partnered with Netflix to
reimagine Avatar: The Last Airbender as a live
action series, with production starting in 2019
• Awesomeness’ To All the Boys I’ve Loved
Before ranked as one of Netflix’s most viewed
original films ever
• Viacom International Studios is a leading
producer of Spanish language content
globally, delivering over 700 hours in FY’18
with 50% more to be delivered in FY’19
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• Viacom was the fastest growing TV
media portfolio in global social video
views in FQ4, more than doubling YoY (1)
• FQ4 watch time on both social and O&O
platforms increased 151% since FQ4’16,
driven by Viacom Digital Studios
• YouTube subscribers doubled in FY’18
and Viacom now ranks #2 among TV
media portfolios (1)
− VDS launched successful franchises
into dedicated YouTube channels
(Wild ‘N Out and Jersey Shore)

• Moved up in industry rankings from #24
to #10 in social video views among all
media & entertainment companies (2)
• Recently launched international short
form hubs to leverage global opportunity

10
0
Source: Tubular aggregated Media & Entertainment property leaderboards
(1) Rank is against nine TV media portfolios
(2) Rank is against all Tubular Media & Entertainment properties
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• Upfront set foundation for stronger performance in FY’19
• Achieved strongest upfront price increase in five years
– CPM increases – combined with the impact of more targeted tiering of
our clients – drove effective upfront price increases into the highsingle digit range heading into FY’19

– Double-digit growth in peak seasons for Nickelodeon
• Year-over-year scatter price increases in the high single digits, driven by
favorable supply & demand balance
− Scatter-to-upfront premiums approaching 30%
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• AMS continues to scale with $343M in
revenues in FY’18
– AMS revenue contribution grew to
10% of domestic ad sales in FY’18
– Vantage had its highest revenue
quarter ever in FQ4
• Anticipate AMS to accelerate in FY’19
− Share of domestic ad sales
expected in the range of 15-20%
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• Brought seven different ad products to
market compared to three in the prior
year
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• Solidified and expanded
relationships with traditional
MVPDs (e.g., Charter, Comcast,
Altice, Mediacom)

+4%

+2%
0%

-2%

• Domestic affiliate revenues
returned to growth, up 3% in FQ4

-4%

-6%
-8%

− Achieved 1,100 bps
sequential improvement in
growth rate in the year
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• International affiliate revenue
grew double-digits in FQ4 and
FY’18 excluding the impact of
foreign exchange, benefitting from
SVOD, OTT and increased
subscribers

* Excludes a -6% and +2% impact from foreign exchange on the FQ4’18 and FY’18 growth rates, respectively
See page 25 for information regarding non-GAAP financial measures
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• Fastest growing share of VOD
transactions among cable families in
FQ4*

250

− Highlights value of Viacom content in
pay TV ecosystem
− Able to deliver dynamic targeting on
over 90% of US pay TV VOD homes;
also on Sling and soon on DirecTV
Now and AT&T Watch
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• Groundbreaking advanced advertising
deals with distribution partners
− Now have ad insertion on our live
linear feeds with a growing roster of
MVPD partners
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• Advancing on Charter co-production deal
with sign-off on first series with BET

20
0
* Source: comScore ODE. VOD Playtime measured in hours
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• Launched on AT&T Watch; saw continued
growth on DirecTV Now, Sling and Philo
• Developed new specialized subscription
products largely tied to library content,
served in an ad-free/on-demand
environment
− Branded destinations on third-party
platforms:
o Noggin is available on Amazon
and a new version will launch in
January
o Newly expanded Comedy Central
Now available on multiple
platforms, including Amazon
− Expanding international mobile
offerings
o Now have 18 mobile distribution
deals across 29 countries
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• Revenue growth driven by Filmed
Entertainment and worldwide affiliate
revenues
• Double-digit improvement in Adjusted
Operating Income
− Growth at both Media Networks
and Filmed Entertainment
− Seventh consecutive quarter of
improvement at Paramount

• Adjusted Diluted EPS increased 29%
making this the third consecutive
quarter of growth; delivered full year
growth of 9%
(1) From continuing operations
* See page 25 for information regarding non-GAAP financial measures
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• Revenue growth of 25% in FQ4 due to nearly
tripling of worldwide theatrical revenues and
growth in licensing revenues
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−

Theatrical revenues driven by box office
performance of Mission: Impossible –
Fallout

−

Licensing revenue grew due to continued
growth at Paramount Television
 Performance in the quarter
benefited from ongoing deliveries
including Maniac
 For the full year, Paramount
Television revenue was up 127%
to over $400M
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• FQ4 was the third consecutive quarter of
profitability; full year adjusted OI improved by
$241M
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• Revenue was flat excluding a -1% impact from
foreign currency, with growth in worldwide affiliate
and ancillary revenues largely offset by a decline in
worldwide advertising
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• Adjusted OI returned to growth up 4% excluding
a -2% foreign currency impact, benefitting from
lower programming expenses and cost
transformation savings
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• Domestic affiliate revenue growth of 3% was
ahead of guidance
−

Delivered sequential improvement in each
quarter in the year with return to growth in
FQ4

• Advanced Marketing Solutions revenue delivered
strong growth in the quarter and generated
$343M of revenues for the year
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$* See page 25 for information regarding non-GAAP financial measures

• For the year, worldwide ancillary revenues grew
11% excluding a 1% impact from foreign currency,
driven by consumer product, recreation and live
event revenues
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• Excluding the impact of foreign
exchange, revenues grew 1%

+4%

− Reported revenue in the quarter
was negatively impacted by
foreign exchange, particularly in
Argentina

+2%
+0%
-2%

• In the quarter, affiliate revenue grew
16% excluding the -6% impact from
foreign exchange, driven by SVOD and
other OTT services, as well as increased
subscribers

-4%
-6%
-8%
-10%

*

• Achieved a record year for
international revenue and profitability,
driven by growth in both advertising
and affiliate revenues

* See page 25 for information regarding non-GAAP financial measures
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• Generated $1.6B of full year operating FCF, up
9% YoY, driven by tax reform, de-levering actions
and higher operating income, partially offset by
higher working capital use
• Reduced debt by ~$3B or 23% since
announcing plans to de-lever in February 2017

n/m – not meaningful
* See page 25 for information regarding non-GAAP financial measures
(1) Adjusted Gross Debt reflects 50% equity credit applied by S&P and Fitch to $1.3B of hybrid securities, reducing gross debt by $650M
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Non-GAAP measures are measures of performance that are not calculated in accordance with GAAP. They
should not be considered in isolation of, or as a substitute for, revenue, net cash provided by operating activities,
operating income, earnings from continuing operations before provision for income taxes, provision for income
taxes, net earnings from continuing operations attributable to Viacom and diluted EPS from continuing operations
as indicators of operating performance, and they may not be comparable to similarly titled measures employed by
other companies.
Consolidated operating free cash flow, free cash flow, results on a constant currency basis and adjusted results
that exclude the impact of certain items identified as affecting comparability are non-GAAP measures. These
measures are relevant and useful information for investors because they clarify our actual operating performance,
make it easier to compare our results with those of other companies, facilitate period-to-period comparisons of
our business performance and allow investors to review performance in the same way as Viacom management.
Because foreign currency headwinds can be significant and unpredictable and are outside of our control, we are
providing certain financial information in a way that excludes the impact of currency fluctuations in order to
provide a clearer view of our operating performance. Constant currency information compares results between
periods as if exchange rates had remained constant period-over-period. We calculate constant currency
information by converting current-period local currency results using prior-year period weighted average foreign
currency exchange rates.
We provide reconciliations of our reported results and net cash provided by operating activities (GAAP) to our
adjusted results and operating free cash flow and free cash flow (non-GAAP) in the body of this earnings
presentation or in our Form 8-K (Quarterly Earnings Release) announcing our quarterly earnings, which can be
found on our website at ir.viacom.com.
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